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监测方法
层级系统
制定监测计划
程序和监测计划

验证
监测、报告、核查过程中信息技术的使用
行政活动成本
有效和高效监测、报告、核查的挑战

“A tonne must be a tonne!”
Both carbon market participants and competent authorities want to have assurance that one
tonne CO2 equivalent emitted finds its equivalent of one tonne reported
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Monitoring, reporting and verification
(MRV) of emissions play a key role in the
credibility of any emission trading system
An ETS is at the same time a market
based mechanism and a political
instrument to achieve environmental
goals and MRV has to guarantee:


Environmental integrity



Equity



Comprehensiveness



Market transparency



Data uncertainty

MRV
Market
Data

Environmental
Data

“一公吨必须是一公吨!”
碳市场参与者和主管当局希望确保一公吨二氧化碳的排放量与报告一致。
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排放的监测、报告与核查（MRV）在任
一排放交易体系中具有关键作用
排放交易体系同时也是实现环境目标
的市场化机制和政治工具，MRV必须保
证：


环境完整性



股权



全面性



市场透明度



数据的不确定性

监测、
报告、
核查
市场数
据

环境数据

Why is robust MRV so important?
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Create and maintain trust in the emissions market
Prevent fraud or cheating – fairness issue
Give reliable information to the regulator – are we meeting our targets?
Give information to companies – where are we in terms of compliance?
Give information to the market – signaling scarcity
Precondition for linking different schemes (internationally, but also
domestically)

为什么强健的MRV 如此重要?
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在排放市场中建立和维持信任
防止欺诈或欺骗行为—公平问题
向监管者提供可靠信息—我们是否正在实现我们目标？
向公司提供信息—我们离合规有多远？
向市场提供信息— 信号稀缺
链接不同计划的前提条件（国际与国内）

The compliance cycle in EU ETS
The annual process of monitoring, reporting, verification of emissions and the competent
authority’s procedure for accepting emission reports are often referred to as the “compliance
cycle”


Resulting data must be sufficiently
robust for creating trust in the
reliability of the ETS



The operator must ensure that the
monitoring methodology is
documented in writing, and cannot
be changed arbitrarily. In the case of
the EU ETS, this written
methodology is called the
Monitoring Plan (MP) of the
installation



MP, although very specific for an
individual installation, must follow
the requirements of the EU-wide
applicable legislation (MRR)
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欧盟排放交易体系中的合规周期
排放的年度监测、报告和核查程序以及主管当局验证排放报告的程序通常称为“合规周
期”



由此产生的数据必须能够建立对
排放交易体系可靠性的信任



经营者必须确保监测方法论有书
面文献记录，且记录不能随意更
改。在欧盟排放交易体系中，此
书面方法论被称为排放点的监测
计划（监测计划）



虽然对于个别排放点来说，监测
计划非常具体，但必须遵循全欧
盟适用法律要求（MRR）
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES
The compliance cycle in EU ETS - Milestones and
Deadlines
• The EU ETS compliance cycle is built
around the requirement that monitoring is
always related to the calendar year
• Operators have three months after the
end of the year to finalize the emission
reports and to get them verified by an
accredited verifier

End/Start of Monitoring
Period
31 December

Prepare annual
emissions Report
December

CA assesses reports

• By 30th of April operators have to
surrender the corresponding amount of
allowances
• Subject to national legislation, the
competent authority may perform (spot)
checks on the reports received, and
• If an operator fails to submit an emissions
report, or where a report has been
submitted, but it is either not compliant
with the MRR or not verified the
competent authority must determine a
conservative estimate of the emissions,

Receive Allowances for
Coming Year
28 February

Complete and Submit
verified annual emissions
report to regulator
31 March

Commence annual
verification process
June

Submit improvement report
to regulators
30 June

Surrender Allowances in
Registry system
30 April

Compliance Year Main Cycle

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES
欧盟排放交易体系中的合规周期-里程碑和期限
• 欧盟排放交易体系的合规周期围绕检测
始终与日历年相关这一监测要求。

检测周期结束/开始
12月31日

•经营者需在年后有三个月内完成排放报告，
并由专业审核人审核
•4月30日，经营者必须提交相应数量的配
额

编制年度排放报告

获取下一年配额

12月

2月28日

• 依照国家立法，主管当局可（抽样）核
查报告，且
• 如果经营者未能提交排放报告，或已提
交的报告不符合MRR要求或未获验证，主管
当局必须确定保守估计的排放量

CA 评估报告

完成并向监管机构提交经核
查的年度排放报告

开始年度核查程序

3月31日

6月

向监管机构提交改善报告

在登记系统中提交配额

6月30日

4月30日

合规年主要周期

Roles and Responsibilities
High level of control is efficiently built into the MRV system. The monitoring and reporting is the main
responsibility of the operators (who are also responsible for hiring the verifier and for providing all relevant
information to the verifier). The CA is in control over the final result. The verifier is ultimately answerable to the
accreditation body
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The Monitoring Plan
Approved monitoring plan is the most important document for every installation participating in
the EU ETS
Operator has to draft a Monitoring Plan (MP): a detailed, complete and transparent
documentation of the monitoring methodology of the installation, describing:


configuration and complexity of the installation/facility, its activities, emission



sources, source streams and their location etc.



how the responsibilities in the installation for the monitoring and reporting of emissions
are managed and assigned



procedure for evaluation of the MP, its functioning and possibilities for improvement



control activities of an operator to manage the risks of misreporting, i.e. mistakes in the
monitoring and the flow of data
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MP - Underlying Principles
There are important guiding principles that an operator have to follow fulfilling his obligations

Completeness:The completeness of emission sources and source streams is at the very core of the EU ETS
monitoring principles
Consistency and comparability : Time series of data need to be consistent throughout the years. Arbitrary
changes of monitoring methodologies are prohibited. This is why the monitoring plan has to be approved by the
competent authority, such as also significant changes to the MP. Because the same monitoring approaches are
defined for all installations data created is also comparable between installations
Transparency : All data collection, compilation and calculation must be made in a transparent way
Data uncertainty: Operators have to take care that data is accurate. Due diligence is required
Integrity of methodology : this principle is at the very heart of any MRV system. Operator shall aim for
“highest achievable uncertainty, unless this is technically not feasible or would lead to unreasonable costs”
Continuous improvement: this principle is the foundation for the operator’s duty of responding to the
verifier’s recommendations
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MP - Monitoring approaches
Operator can choose the monitoring methodologies from a building block system based on
different monitoring approaches. All types of combinations of these approaches are allowed,
under the condition that the operator demonstrates that neither double counting nor data gaps
in the emissions will occur. The choice of methodology needs the approval of the CA, which is
given usually implicitly as part of the monitoring plan approval

The following methodologies are available:
1.

Calculation based approaches:
a.

Standard methodology (distinguishing combustion and process emissions);

b.

Mass balance;

2.

Measurement based approaches;

3.

Methodology not based on tiers (“fall-back approach”);

4.

Combinations of approaches.
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Standard methodology
The principle of this method is the calculation of emissions by means of activity data (e.g. amount of fuel or
process input material consumed) times an emission factor. Oxidation factor for combustion emissions and the
conversion factor for process emissions are used for correcting the emissions numbers in case of incomplete
chemical reactions.
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Mass balance approach
The standard approach is easy to apply in cases where a fuel or material is directly related to the emissions.
However, in cases such as integrated steelworks or sites of the chemical industry, it is often difficult to relate the
emissions directly to individual input materials, because the products (and wastes) contain significant amounts of
carbon (e.g. bulk organic chemicals, carbon black,…). Thus, it is not enough to account for the amount of nonemitted carbon by means of an oxidation factor or conversion factor. Instead, a complete balance of carbon
entering and leaving the installation is used
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Measurement based approaches
In contrast to the calculation based approaches, the greenhouse gases in the installation’s off-gases are
themselves the object of the measurement in the measurement based approaches. This is difficult in installations
with many emission points or indeed impossible where fugitive emissions have to be taken into account. On
the other hand, the strength of the measurement based methodologies is the independence of the number of
different fuels and materials applied
The application of CEMS (Continuous Emission
Measurement Systems) always requires two elements:
•

Measurement of the GHG concentration

•

Volumetric flow of the gas stream where the
measurement takes place.
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How to calculate emissions: Tiers System

Installation Category

Tiers or “data quality levels”

C >500k tCO2eq

4: uncertainty ±1.5%

Emissions

must meet
highest tiers

A=<50k tCO2eq

Small Emitters <25k
tCO2eq
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3: uncertainty ±2.5%

50k<B<=500K tCO2eq

must meet
minimum tier
requirements

2: uncertainty ±5%

1: uncertainty ±7.5%

Data Quality

It is a basic philosophy in the MRV system of the EU ETS, that the biggest emissions
should be monitored most accurately, while less ambitious methods may be
applied for smaller emissions. By this method, cost effectiveness is taken into account,
and unreasonable financial and administrative burden is avoided where the benefit of
more efforts would be only marginal.

Tiers System: combustion emissions example
In case of calculation based approach the tiers system for combustion emissions are
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Developing a MP: present burden future benefit?
Implementing a comprehensive monitoring plan can be a facility’s launch pad to developing a GHG strategy.
These emission numbers will translate into a form of currency, either by establishing baseline numbers to
support operations and decisions or by converting to offsets under a cap-and-trade program.

When developing a monitoring plan, operators should follow some guiding principles:
•

Knowing in detail the situation of their own installation, the operator should make the monitoring
methodology as simple as possible. This is achieved by attempting to use the most reliable data sources,
robust metering instruments, short data flows, and effective control procedures.

•

Operators should imagine their annual emission report from verifier’s perspective.What would a
verifier ask about how the data has been compiled? How can the data flow be made transparent? Which
controls prevent errors, misrepresentations, omissions?

•

Because installations usually undergo technical changes over the years, monitoring plans must be
considered living documents to a certain extent. In order to minimize administrative burden,
operators should be careful which elements must be laid down in the monitoring plan itself, and what can
be put into written procedures supplementing the MP.
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Developing a MP: step by step approach
1.

Define the installation’s boundaries.

2.

Determine the installation’s category based on an estimate of the installation’s annual GHG emissions.

3.

List all emission sources and source streams in order to decide on calculation or measurement based
approach. Classify the source streams as major, minor and de-minimis as appropriate.

4.

Identify the uncertainty (tier) requirements based on the installation

5.

List and assess potential sources of data

6.

Check if the required uncertainty can be met (in EU ETS the required tiers)

7.

If measurement based approach is to be used check that required uncertainty can be met

8.

Define all data flows (who takes which data from where, does what with the data, hands over the results
to whom, etc.) from the measuring instruments or invoices to the final annual report.

9.

With the overview of all data sources and data flows a risk analysis should be carried out in order to
determine where system errors might occur most easily.

10. Using risk analysis, appropriate control measures should be taken and decision on the process should be
made in order to mitigate the identified risks
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Procedures and the MP
The monitoring plan should ensure that the operator carries out all the monitoring activities consistently over
the years. In order to prevent incompleteness, or arbitrary changes by the operator, the competent authority’s
approval is required. However, there are always elements in the monitoring activities, which are less crucial, or
which may change frequently. Such monitoring activities may be put into “written procedures” which are
mentioned and described briefly in the MP, but are not considered part of the MP.

Typical examples of procedures are:
•

Managing responsibilities and competency of personnel;

•

Data flow and control procedures

•

Quality assurance measures;

•

Estimation method for substitution data where data gaps have been found;

•

Regular review of the monitoring plan for its appropriateness (including uncertainty assessment where
relevant);

•

A sampling plan and its revision

•

Procedures for methods of analyses, if applicable;

•

Procedures for use of measurement based methodologies, including for corroborating calculations and
for subtracting biomass emissions, if relevant;
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Verification
The objective of verification is to ensure that emissions data have been monitored in accordance with the MRR and
that reliable and correct emission data are being reported. The verifier is contracted by the operator.

•

Goal is to create trust in the reported data
through the opinion of an independent and
competent body

•

Under the EU ETS, this is carried out by a
private entity

•

Private verifier needs to be accredited

•

Verifier assesses whether he can conclude
with reasonable assurance

•

The data in the report are fairly stated (free
from material misstatements)

•

The operator has complied with the
approved monitoring plan

•

Verifier shall also recommend improvements
found during verification
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Use of Information Technology in the MRV
The monitoring plan is an Excel spreadsheet that, the competent authority provides various
templates.

• Reduces compliance costs, e.g. single data entries, automated reminders

• Can increase the transparency of the system
• Increases reliability of ETS data handling & processing
• Allows automatic timeliness and completeness checks
• Reduces the risk of transcription errors or human errors
• Enhances the capacity for reliable storage of data
• Offers potential for cost-effective data interrogation and analysis – also for other
purposes - e.g. verification, input to the national emission inventories and improved
national statistics
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and subsistence fees account for a higher proportion (universities, NHS, ceramics). The
variation between sectors reflects the diverse characteristics of the sites sampled. However,
a pattern does emerge when installations are characterised on the basis of emitter size (see
Figure 11). It shows that for lower emitters, the costs associated with verification and
Cost of Administrative Activities
subsistence fees to the Regulator contribute over 80% of overall costs. For large emitters,
A study of UK government administrative costs connected to EU ETS compliance gives an average value of ca.
the
costs are relatively less significant, with emissions reporting (and associated activities)
10.000 GBP for installation. For companies with emissions higher than 500kt/year, 50% of this costs are attributable
the
main cost.
to emission
reporting activities, 10% respectively for MRV activities and verification
All Sector Average
Emission Reporting
MRV Activities
Verification
<25kt
Surrendering
Allowances
Subsistence fees

25-50kt

Other Information
50-500kt

New Entrant
Other

>500kt

0%
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

% Total administrative cost

Figure 11. Costs by activity type contributing to average total administrative costs by emitter size, 2009

Challenges for an effective and efficient MRV
The monitoring plan is an Excel spreadsheet that, the competent authority provides
various templates.
•

Trade-off between quality, cost and timeliness

•

A ton must be a ton – but different regulatory cultures exist in the 30 EU ETS
countries

•



E.g. definition of an installation – entire site, or individual units?



E.g. regular inspections at the installation, or emphasis on high-quality
verification and supervision

Common elements, standards, procedures needed to build up trust:


Transparency of the system rules



Existence of an effective control system
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有效和高效监测、报告和核查的挑战
监测计划为电子表格，由主管当局提供各种模板。

• 质量、成本和时效性之间的权衡
• 一公吨必须是一公吨—但在欧盟排放交易系统的30个国家中存在不同的监管文化

例如排放点的定义—整个场所或独立单位？
例如排放点的定期检查，或侧重于高质量的核查和监督
•建立信任所需的共同要素、标准和程序：
体系规则的透明度

存在有效的控制系统
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Back - up
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Monitoring in the Power Sector – a good
starting position
Some inherent advantages for MRV in the power sector:
 Relatively few streams to monitor
 Fuel inputs are often traded, and therefore measured
 Fuel cost often a high share of total operating cost, therefore
interest in managing fuel consumption
 Cost of MRV not disproportionate in relation to overall operating
cost
 Some data available from pre-existing regulation (e.g. SO2)
 Reporting structures, responsibilities available from other
regulation
 Concentrated point sources – not too many actors
30

MP - Main Terms



Emission source: separately identifiable part of an installation or a process within an installation, from which
relevant greenhouse gases are emitted



Source streams: “all the inputs and outputs which have to be monitored when using a calculation based
approach. In other words “fuel or material entering or leaving the installation, with a direct impact on
emissions”.



Measurement point: “the emission source for which continuous emission measurement systems
(CEMS) are used for emission measurement”



Emission points: “a list of all relevant emission points during typical operation, and during restrictive and
transition phases, including breakdown periods or commissioning”
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Standard methodology for combustion emissions
Em = AD⋅ EF ⋅OF
Where:

Em : Emissions [t CO2]; AD: Activity data [TJ, t or Nm3]; EF : Emission factor [t CO2/TJ, t CO2/t or t CO2/Nm3]; OF: Oxidation
factor [dimensionless]

Factors with units in tonnes are usually to be used for solids and liquids. Nm3 are usually used for gaseous fuels. In order to achieve
numbers of similar magnitude, values are usually given in [1000 Nm3] in practice.
Activity data of fuels has to be expressed as net calorific value:

AD = FQ⋅ NCV (2)
Where:

FQ: Fuel quantity [t or Nm3]; NCV: Net Calorific Value [TJ/t or TJ/Nm3]

Under certain conditions (where the use of an emission factor expressed as tCO2/TJ incurs unreasonable costs or where at least
equivalent uncertainty of the calculated emissions can be achieved) the CA may allow the operator to use an emission factor expressed
as t CO2/t fuel or t CO2/Nm3.

Em = FQ ⋅ NCV ⋅ EF ⋅ OF
(Where biomass is involved, the emission factor must be determined from the preliminary emission factor and the biomass fraction of
the fuel)
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Developing a MP: sources of data
For activity data :
• How can the amount of fuel or material be determined?
• Are there instruments for continual metering, such as flow meters, weighing belts etc. which give direct
results for the amount of material entering or leaving the process over time?
• Or must the fuel or material quantity be based on batches purchased? In this case, how can the
quantity on stock piles or in tanks at the end of the year be determined?
• Are measuring instruments owned/controlled by the operator available?
• If yes: What is their uncertainty level? Are they difficult to calibrate? Are they subject to legal
metrological control
• If no: Can measuring instruments be used, which are under the control of the fuel supplier? (This is
often the case for gas meters, and for many cases where quantities are determined based on invoices.)
• Estimate uncertainty associated with those instruments and determine the achievable uncertainty
Calculation factors (NCV, emission factor or carbon content, oxidation or conversion factor, biomass fraction):

1.

Are default values applicable? If yes, are values available?

2.

If no default values are applicable, chemical analyses have to be carried out for determining the missing
calculation factors. In this case the operator must
a.

Decide on the laboratory to be used.

b.

Select the appropriate analytical method (and applicable standard);

c.

Design a sampling plan
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